Language is gendered if the context surrounding a mention is suggestive of a particular binary gender for that mention. Detecting the different ways in which language is gendered is an important task since gendered language can bias NLP models (such as for coreference resolution). This task is challenging since genderedness is often expressed in subtle ways. Existing approaches need considerable annotation efforts for each language, domain, and author, and often require handcrafted lexicons and features. Additionally, these approaches do not provide a quantifiable measure of how gendered the text is, nor are they applicable at the fine-grained mention level.
Introduction
Language can be extraordinarily gendered (Moulton et al., 1978) . Genderedness in language is when we use words or phrases that are stereotypical or indicative of a particular gender (we only consider male vs female in this work) (Prior, 2017) . It is important to detect this bias in language since not only is this bias propagated to the readers (Menegatti and Rubini, 2017) , but also machine learning algorithms trained on gendered corpora tend to become biased (Zhao et al., 2018a; Rudinger et al., 2018) , often aggravating the disparity (Zhao et al., 2017) .
Bias in language and machine learning systems can lead to unfair treatment, e.g., early work by Moulton et al. (1978) shows that males have an advantage in contexts where they are referred to by a putative neutral term. Recent work on coreference resolution systems (Zhao et al., 2018a) shows that bias in machine learning systems originates from training on existing corpora, resulting in malestereotyped professions like surgeon and president incorrectly resolved to males instead of females. Such biases in machine learning systems can lead to unintentional biases in downstream tasks producing effects like preferential treatment to male candidates over female candidates when selecting resumes (Dastin, 2018) . Detecting these biases is the first step in finding a solution.
Most of the current works for related problems tend to be domain-specific (Fu et al., 2016) , rely on techniques such as simple counting of gender occurrences (Ali et al., 2010) , or use manually constructed lexicons and features for analysis (Trix and Psenka, 2003) , and thus do not generalize well and require expensive manual supervision. Existing approaches also tend to either focus on the whole corpus/article being gendered (Schmader et al., 2007; Trix and Psenka, 2003) or a specific word being gendered (Caliskan et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018b) , thus failing to capture the subtle occurrences of genderedness at mention-level or giving a quantifiable measure of how gendered the text is.
In this paper, we develop a method that eliminates the manual annotation requirement, and can generalize to words, phrases, sentences, articles, as well as whole corpora. We present a framework for automated data labeling by combining existing NLP pipelines to identify sentence boundaries and mentions (using NER tagger) and using a gen-Female Their client is who has got gorgeous hair. Male intends to marry lovely Gauri. Female Raja intends to marry lovely . der classifier for names to get the gender of the mentions. We build a classifier using this annotation to predict gender of a mention only from its context and quantitatively analyze the genderedness of various contexts using this model. Figure 1 shows example inputs and outputs for our model. Input to the model is the context sentence around a target mention (indicated by colored boxes), and the model prediction is the gender of this mention. For the first sentence, the model uses context information coming from 'gorgeous hair' to predict the gender of mention to be female, indicating a more gendered sentence. Similarly for the third sentence, model uses contextual information from the adjective 'lovely' and its proximity to the target mention to predict female. For the second sentence, the target mention is subject for the verb in phrase 'intends to marry' and the object to be married is 'lovely Gauri'. Our model uses this information to predict gender of target mention as male. Since our data labeling pipeline is automated, we can easily annotate millions of documents and train complex classifiers that can accurately model the context. These classifiers can be used to predict the gender of a mention from given context and quantify genderedness. We present instantiations of this framework on four domains: news articles, novels, movie summaries, and movie reviews. Since we are the first to study the task of mention-level gender detection, we evaluate the difficulty of the task and introduce the first benchmark using a user study. We find that the task is challenging, and our model predictions corroborate with human predictions. We present qualitative results of our model showing genderedness at different granularitiesword, phrase, sentence, and corpus.
Related Work
Gender Bias in Datasets A number of approaches have considered gendered language use. Blatt (2017) shows that shivered, wept, screamed are disproportionately used to describe women while muttered, grinned are used to describe men.
Studies on gender bias in student evaluations for instructors (Eidinger, 2017; MacNell et al., 2015; Boring et al., 2016; Centra and Gaubatz, 2000) , and recommendation letters (Trix and Psenka, 2003; Schmader et al., 2007 ) also show similar disparities in terms of harshness of evaluations, length of letters, descriptive words, and use of standout adjectives. Bias in language has also been studied for textbooks (Otlowski, 2003; Gharbavi and Mousavi, 2012; Macaulay and Brice, 1997) , Wikipedia edits (Recasens et al., 2013) , political text (Yano et al., 2010) , media content (Ali et al., 2010; Len-Ríos et al., 2005; Smith, 1997) , sports journalism (Eastman and Billings, 2000; Tyler Eastman, 2001; Kinnick, 1998; Fu et al., 2016) and in movie character portrayals (Ramakrishna et al., 2017; Sap et al., 2017) . These approaches are domain-specific and rely on techniques like counting gender occurrences, manually annotating words or mentions, constructing list of keywords and lexicons, carrying out surveys, etc. Our approach works across domains, and does not require manual annotations.
There has been significant amount of work in detecting author's gender (Koppel et al., 2002; Herring and Paolillo, 2006; Sarawgi et al., 2011; Mukherjee and Liu, 2010; Burger et al., 2011 ) for text, speaker gender for dialogues (Schofield and Mehr, 2016) in films, and to detect and reduce biases in these (Tatman, 2017; Thelwall, 2018; Koolen and van Cranenburgh, 2017 ). While we do not focus on predicting the gender of the author, our framework can be used as a tool to compare the use of gendered language across various authors, or across various works by the same author.
Gender Bias in NLP Pipelines
There has also been recent interest in examining the role of gender bias in existing NLP pipelines. Caliskan et al. (2017) and show that word embeddings exhibit gender stereotypes. Garg et al. (2018) build on this idea, using word embeddings to characterize the evolution of gender stereotypes during the 20 th and 21 st centuries. Subsequent works attempt to mitigate this bias in embeddings (Zhao et al., 2018b) . Zhao et al. (2019) extend the idea to contextualized word embeddings (Peters et al., 2018) , and quantify and propose ways to mitigate gender bias in them , while Gonen and Goldberg (2019) show that current approaches for debiasing embeddings are superficial.
Researchers have studied gender bias outside word embeddings as well. Zhao et al. (2017) show that datasets for multi-label object classification and visual semantic role labeling are gender-biased and that models trained on these datasets amplify this bias, while Rudinger et al. (2017) find racial, religious and gender stereotypes in the SNLI corpus and Park et al. (2018) analyze gender bias in abusive language datasets. Zhao et al. (2018a) and Rudinger et al. (2018) detect bias in existing coreference resolution systems, and Webster et al. (2018) build a gender-balanced labeled corpus of ambiguous pronoun-name pairs to understand this bias. All of these either focus on whether the corpus as a whole is gendered or if a single word is gendered (in case of word embeddings). Instead, we train a classifier to detect and quantify gendered language at mention-level. Our framework can also be used to quantify genderedness at different levels -mention, sentence, document, or corpus.
Gendered Language Detection
In this section, we elaborate on gendered language, and describe our proposed architecture and training method to detect and quantify it.
Gendered Language Gendered language is the use of words and phrases that discriminate 1 the gender of a subject. In other words, the gender of mentioned person should be easy to predict from context if the text is gendered. Examples of gendered language can be found in the use of stereotypes like linking women to homemakers and men to programmers or when pronouns, adverbs, adjectives, nouns are used carelessly, e.g., when a masculine pronoun mention 'he' is used to refer to both sexes (Cottier, 2018; Stout and Dasgupta, 2011) or when pronoun mentions are used exclusively to define professions by gender (using 'she' when talking about a nurse). Detecting gendered language is incredibly challenging since the ways in which gender is expressed can vary considerably across authors, domains, and time periods, making any approach that requires annotations to be corpus-specific.
Proposed Architecture We are interested in determining the extent to which language in context of the mention reveals the gender. Humans learn to detect gendered language based on a lifetime of reading and observing society, and learning language specific to each gender. We use this intuition to propose an automated framework for de-1 in the machine learning sense of the word Detecting Genderedness:
He is good at sports Classifier
Text is gendered if they match
Context, x predicted gender,ŷ true gender, y
Training:
Train Classifier to Predict Gender She is good at sewing.
Context, x y = F Figure 2 : Model overview. Using an automatically labeled corpus, we train a classifier to predict the gender for each mention given its context (without the mention). For each target mention and its context sentence, we check whether the predicted gender matches the true prediction; the level of agreement indicates the genderedness of the text.
tecting mention-level genderedness for any corpus (an overview is shown in Figure 2 ).
The input to the gender detector is the context (sentence) without the target mention and the output is the detector prediction for gender of that mention. For a mention i, let C i b be the context before the mention, C i a be the context after the mention and f θ be the gender detector. Then,
is the detector's probability (confidence) that the mention i is female, i.e. p i close to 0 indicates high confidence for predicting male while close to 1 indicates high confidence for females. We use the detector's probability of the true gender of the mention (g i ) as an estimate of how gendered the text is: a high probability indicates that gender is heavily reflected in the context. We define this as the gendered score, given by G i m here:
We define gendered score for a document as the average of gender score for all of its mentions. i.e.
where N is the number of person mentions. As detector, rather than relying on frequencybased linear models or Naive Bayes model, we can use simple as well as more complex classifiers that can accurately model semantics and syntax of the context. For example, we use bag-of-words models (with logistic regression classifier) and recurrent neural network models as described in Section 4.2.
Datasets and Classifiers
In this section, we give details about the datasets, our pipeline for automated data labeling, filtering and processing applied to contexts in order to remove obvious gender information, and the classifiers used to classify gender of a given mention.
Datasets and data processing
To illustrate the utility of our proposed approach, we analyze text from four different domains:
• New York Times articles from the Annotated Gigaword corpus (Napoles et al., 2012) • Novels from Gutenberg corpus 2 • IMDB Movie Reviews (Maas et al., 2011) • Movie Summaries (Bamman et al., 2013) These domains cover a variety of writing styles. While the novels represent fictional writing, news articles are non-fictional. Movie summaries dataset describes the plot of the movies, i.e., how gender is represented in the plots, and the movie reviews dataset provides the ways in which people express their views on the plots, i.e., how gender is represented in user perception of the movie.
We train classifiers for each domain to predict the gender of mentions from the context they appear in, and use the resulting classifiers to detect gendered language. Similar idea is explored in Choi et al. (2018) to detect the type of mention from the context. For news, data from the first 6 months for every year is used for training, next three for validation, and last three for testing. For novels and movie summaries, we divide the data randomly into 50 : 20 : 30 split for train, validation We show the annotation and data processing pipeline step-by-step. 1 is the original sentence. 2 is the sentence after detecting positions of all mentions in the sentence, and replacing them with a placeholder for gender of that mention. 3 is the sentence after removing obvious gender information such as replacing gendered-pronouns (he, she) with a gender-neutral pronoun (them), and titles Mr., Mrs., Miss with a placeholder title word. 4 is the final input to our classifier where is the position of mention for which classifier needs to predict gender (male or female). and test data. For movie reviews, we use the predefined split for train and test data, further dividing the training data into training and validation data.
Labeling Gender for Mentions We illustrate our processing pipeline via the example sentence in Figure 3 . For mention-level gender prediction, we need a dataset with identified person mentions and their genders. Since we do not have labeled data, we need to identify mentions in contexts, and assign gender labels to them. Along with pronouns 'he' and 'she', we use spacy 3 to tag all corpora with NER tags to identify the set of person mentions. We use the SSN baby names dataset 4 from 1880 to 2016 to assign gender to each name. If a name is associated with more than one sex, we exclude it if it is ambiguous (being less than 4 times more frequent for one sex), but otherwise assign it to the more frequent sex. If a name is absent from our list of names, we replace the mention with a placeholder <Person>. Table 1 shows the count of male and female mention-context pairs generated using this pipeline. Processed sentence after this step is sentence 2 in Figure 3 .
Filtering and Input Context Processing To remove obvious, uninteresting gender information, we discard sentences that contain any word from a gender-specific lexicon as used by such as gender-specific occupation words and gender-specific familial relation words, e.g., 'man', 'woman', 'prince', and 'hostess'. Complete list is given in Appendix A. For contexts that contain gender-indicative pronouns ('him', 'her', 'his', 'hers', 'himself', 'herself'), we replace them with a gender-neutral pronoun ('them', 'their'). All other mentions in the context (including 'he' and 'she') are replaced with a gender neutral word, and titles ('Mr','Mrs','Miss') are replaced with a genderneutral title word. Sentence 3 in Figure 3 is the result after this stage.
Classifier Details
The input to classifier is sentence 4 in Figure 3 and the target is 1 (for female). We extract such mention-context pairs from large text corpora to train classifiers that can predict the gender of individual mentions from their context using minimal manual supervision (as illustrated in Figure 2 ).
Bag-of-words and ngrams
We construct bag-ofword classifiers by selecting the 50, 000 most frequent words from the training subset, and bag-ofngrams models by selecting the 100, 000 most frequent n-grams (up to 3-grams), for each dataset. We explore a number of classifiers like logistic regression, support vector machines, random forest classifier, and choose logistic regression classifier since it consistently performs better than others.
LSTMs and CNNs
We use both uni-and bidirectional LSTM recurrent neural networks for the context. In the 2-way LSTM model, we use two separate LSTMs: one for context before the mention, and the other for context after the mention. The direction of LSTM for latter part is reversed so that the model gives more importance to words closer to the target mention. This is followed by a sigmoid layer after the concatenation of the final hidden states. The input layers are initialized using the Glove vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) , and are updated during training. We train the classifier with log-loss and Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimization algorithm, including dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) and early stopping for regularization. Hyper-parameters are tuned for different domains separately. We experiment with ELMo embeddings (Peters et al., 2018), convolutional neural network (CNN)-based architectures, vanilla recurrent neural network (RNN), and gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014 ) models as well.
Performance Since our datasets are imbalanced, we use AUC-ROC as a performance metric. Table  2 shows AUC-ROCs for various models for all the datasets. Conventional bag-of-word/ngrams classifiers exhibit AUC-ROCs comparable to more complex LSTM and CNN classifiers. We use 2-way LSTM as the classifier for our final analysis.
Human Annotation Evaluation
To assess the difficulty of this task and to compare performance of our gendered language detector against a human baseline, we use Amazon Mechanical Turk to get human annotations for 500 random sentences from the test sets of each domain.
Task Description Turkers are shown sentences with missing mention, e.g., 'Sandwich maker said mojo and fresh roasted pork are key to a great Cuban sandwich', and are asked to guess the gender of the missing mention. We sample the sentences such that the true labels (male/female) are balanced. For our study, we use two tasks that slightly differ from one another in the decisions turkers need to make. In one task, turkers are given only two options, male and female, forcing them to make a choice. In the second task, turkers are given five options on the Likert scale: extremely likely male, likely male, neutral, likely female, extremely likely female allowing for a finer scale of decision. We include examples in the instructions, and a few extremely easy examples as probes to verify quality (Munro et al., 2010) . Each worker is shown 35 sentences from a single domain. On average, we collect 7 human annotations per sentence.
Do humans predict gender well? Sentences that do not have a clear majority are removed from our analysis. As a measure of inter-rater reliability, we compute pairwise and majority agreement, in Table 3 . Percentage improvement over chance agreement is higher for 5-scale rating compared to 2-scale rating indicating that users tend to agree more when they are able to tag the borderline (possibly confusing) mentions as gender-neutral (chance agreement is 0.5 for 2-scale, and 0.2 for Dataset Pairwise Majority 2-Scale 5-Scale 2-Scale 5-Scale 
5-scale task).
To analyze the kind of mistakes humans make, we show the true distribution of male and female mentions compared against human predictions in Figure 4 . 42% of examples are predicted 'Neutral' by humans showing that the task is pretty difficult for humans as they often find mention gender ambiguous. Further, 'Likely male' and 'Likely female' categories have around 30% wrong predictions as well. These high error rates explain low F1 of 0.52 for human annotations. 'Extremely male' and 'Extremely female' have the least error rates showing that humans are more precise when they are more confident about the predictions. ation). τ c between humans and our LSTM model predictions vary from 0.23 to 0.36 showing positive correlation. We also look at classifier probability distribution for human decisions shown in box and whisker plot in Figure 5 , where x-axis is the classifier probability of the mention being female. The median value of classifier prediction for each category (shown in green line) shifts towards female prediction as we move from 'Extremely male' to 'Extremely female' category, corroborating the agreement between humans and model.
Analysing Gendered Language
We first show aggregate word level and phrase level analysis, then show more complex and subtle sources of gendered language on sentence level. Table 4 shows the top nouns and verbs extracted using bag-of-word classifier. We also train separate classifiers only on nouns, on adjectives, and on verbs in order to find out which are most informative for gender. Classifiers trained only on nouns performs best, indicating that nouns have most information. Top male-indicative nouns stem from typically male-dominated sports, while top female-indicative nouns are related to fashion and home industry. Table 5 shows some of the top phrases for predicting males and females for different domains extracted using bag-of-ngrams models. We see phrases like 'clasped their hands', 'fashion show', 'jealous rage', 'was asked to' for females, while 'clockwork orange', 'action hero', Female-specific Nouns 'construction worker' occur for males. Similarly, the term 'secretary' occurs frequently with females, however phrases like 'defense secretary', 'treasury secretary' are positive features for male mentions indicating male-domination of certain fields.
Word-level Analysis

Phrase-level Analysis
Sentence-level Analysis Our approach is the first to find gendered sentences from a huge corpora. We present examples of detected gendered language in Table 6 ; the first two columns show contexts for which a high level of gendering is estimated (most confident estimates), while the classifier has very low confidence for the examples in third column, indicating gender-neutral use of language. We see several interesting examples, e.g., male-gendered contexts from summaries show that society attributes roles like billionaire computer moguls and FBI-agents to males. The first female gendered example from novels depicts the way in which females are described and portrayed in fiction, which is in stark contrast to male descriptions. Table 7 shows such an analysis, where the languages for movie reviews and summaries, genres for novels, and news desks for news are organized by their estimated genderedness. We see that children's history books are more gendered than their literature books. Books related to opera and one-act plays are among the least gendered ones, while those related to war, history, and philosophy use gendered language the most. Movie reviews for movies in Vietnamese, Turkish and Polish are among the most gendered, while Greek and Japanese are the least gendered. We see a similar pattern in movie summaries -summaries for movies filmed in Polish and Turkish are more gendered than for movies in Korean or Romanian. Sports is the most gendered category for news articles, while Cultural, Leisure, Society, and Home are among the least gendered ones. The table also contains some unexpected predictions, such as the low gendering of Girls and Young women novels. 
Corpus-level Analysis
Novels
-Person looked untidier than ever; wore a slatternly wrapper, and their hair was thrust unbrushed into its net. -"What is it?" asked Person, as folded and smoothed their best gown.
-If the collector will remember that, though is the present owner of their prints... -Person is not an orator; person is not a writer;
is not a thinker.
got up and went so -so unexpectedly.
-The hand of the child admitted them to the chamber of death; the door closed, and stood motionless. Table 7 : High-level Analysis of Corpora. Most and least gendered languages for movie reviews and summaries; genre for novels; news desk for news articles.
Reviews
Discussion and Future Work
Sex vs Gender Since the current English language use is mostly limited to binary gender identities (both due to grammar and usage), we treat gender as a binary concept in this work. Inclusion of genderqueer and non-binary identities will require data annotated by humans with sufficient domain knowledge, which was out of scope for this work. We assume that mentions for which our labeling has associated the wrong 'gender' because of difference in sex/gender identities are sufficiently low in proportion that model is still able to learn relevant signals when trained on large corpora.
Facts vs Stereotypes
In this work, we do not delineate between factual information (women get pregnant) and the intentional use of stereotypes (women are sweethearts). In some domains, such as news, ignoring this difference can be misleading, and exploring approaches that are able to better separate these different biases is important.
Extension to New Domains There remain a number of exciting avenues for future work. Although we analyze a variety of domains that differ from each other, our analysis focused on independently investigating each; it may be much more fruitful to compare and contrast the gendered language across multiple domains. When extending this work to other domains like Twitter, blogs, etc., the performance of the system can be affected by various factors like accuracy of NER system for the domain (e.g., it would be lower for tweets) and names to gender mapping (which can vary for different geographies and cultures).
Conclusions
We present a concrete implementation and evaluation of our gendered language detector. The main advantages of our pipeline and method are:
(1) Flexibility, in application to different domains with minimal manual intervention, (2) Mentionlevel analysis, instead of article-level analysis in previous works, enabling more granular analysis, and (3) Quantitative measure of the extent of genderedness of context given a mention, allowing large-scale and detailed analyses and comparisons. Our pipeline automatically extracts person mentions from a corpus, and by using an accurate gender predictor, trains a classifier to learn the ways in which language is gendered for that corpus. This automation provides multiple benefits; not only are there no humans in the loop to inject their biases about what is, and is not, gendered language, but further, collection of a large annotated corpus allows us to train sophisticated neural models that are able to capture semantic and syntactic constructions in the language. Evaluation suggests that our model is fairly accurate on this challenging task, and further, allows us to carry out analysis on multiple domains at varying levels of granularity, demonstrating potential applications of this work. The code to support such endeavours, and to reproduce the results, is available at https://ucinlp.github.io/GenderQuant.
